
Stage one:

The gunfighters need some extra cash for targets, so our fearless leader Doc Kemm decides to put

on a play to raise some funds. What better play for the season than Mel Brooks masterpiece

"Young Frankenstein." Everyone is happy to help.

The opening scene is Fredrich Von Frankenstein, played by Doc Kemm, addressing a wordy student,
played by jesse Evans. The student asks a frustrated Doc about his grandfather's work. Doc has had
enough and exclaims, "My Grandfather's work was doo doo" and stabs himself in the leg.

Round count is ten, ten, four plus.

Gun order is Rifle, Pistol, Shotgun.

Start with knife in hand, Rifle and shotgun staged on the table. At the beep stab yourself in the
leg or place your knife on the table. With your rifle preform a Frankenstein sweep. One on one.
Four on four. Two on two and three on three. Make rifle safe on table. With pistols repeat rifle
instructions from either end. With shotgun, knock 'cm down.
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Stage Two:

Doc has traveled to Transylvania to check up on his inheritance. Eyegore his laboratory
assistant has lined up some help for the good doctor. Helga, formally played by Terry Garr
is now played by Candice B Real. when they arrive at the castle Doc helps Candice out of
the wagon, while looking at the door he says, "WOW! what knockers!" Candice
misunderstands and politely says, "Thank you Doctor."

All guns staged on the table. Gun order is riffle not last.

Round count is 10, 10, 4 plus

If you are a Cowboy, your line is "WOW! What knockers!" If you are a Cowgirl, your line is

"Thank you

Doctor."

ATB: With gun of choice preform a Candice B Real sweep. Starting on either end sweep
the targets double tapping the end targets. Repeat instructions with other gun or guns and
with shot gun, knock 'cm down.
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Stage Three

Doc has successfully placed the brain in his hulking three-hundred-pound, seven foot tall "Gorilla". In
the movie the monster is played by Peter Boyle for our version Kid Ray has agreed to act the part.
Dawg is playing Eygore standing in for Marty Feldman. The good news is the operation was a success,
the bad news is Dawg stole the wrong brain from the brain depository. Instead of Hans Delbruck
"Genius and
humanitarian" Dawg stole the brain marked "abnormal".

Round count is 10,10, 4 pIus.

Gun order is Rifle, pistol, shotgun or rifle, shotgun, pistol.

Start with rifle in hand, pistols holstered and shot gun on the table.

Your line is "Abby Someone."

ATB: With Rifle perform a Kid Ray sweep. One on One, Two on Two, Three on Three, and Four on Four.
Make rifle safe on the table. Repeat instructions for pistols. With shotgun knock "cm down.
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Stage four:

Von Blucher played by Cloris Leachman in the original film is portrayed by Dancin' Angel in
Doc's rendition. She brings all the characters to the secret laboratory by playing her violin
and leading them down dark passageways where she finally confesses her love to the
original Dr. von Frankenstein.

Round count is 10, 10, 4 plus.

Rifle staged on left table. Shotgun on right table. Pistols holstered.

Gun orderis rifle, shotgun, pistol.

Your line is "He was my BOYFRIEND!"

Start with hands touching rifle but not holding it. ATB: Place ten rounds on three targets.
Make rifle safe.

Move to right table and with shotgun knock 'cm down. With pistols repeat rifle
instructions.
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Stage Five:

he monster has escaped and after wandering in the woods comes across a blind peasant who
is praying for a companion to spend some time with and bring some joy to his otherwise sad
existence. In the movie the peasant is played by Gene Hackman, we have asked Dash Caliber
to act the part. After pouring hot soup on the monster's crouch, breaking his wine glass and
lighting his thumb on fire the monster screams and runs from the room.

Round count is 10, 10, 4 plus.

Rifle staged on left table; Shotgun staged on table of choice. Pistols holstered.

Gun order is rifle, shotgun, pistol.

Your line is "Cigars!"

Start holding the cigar. ATB drop the cigar pick up your rifle and starting on either end preform
a Dash Caliber Sweep. Two on one. One on Two. Two on three. Repeat for the next five rounds.
Yes, you can. Make rifle safe on table and pick up the shotgun and anywhere between the two
tables knock down the

S/G targets. Make S/G safe on either table. With pistols repeat rifle instructions.
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Stage Six:

The monster returns to the castle and develops a crush on the good doctor's fiancC after hearing
her sing "The Saints come marching In." Kid decides to kidnap Elizebeth. In the Hollywood version
Elizabeth is played by Madeline Kahn for our production Sue Rinder has stepped up for the role.
Kid takes Elizebeth, Sue, to a barn where he plans to ravage her and take her cherished virtue. The
monster exposes himself to his new love and Elizabeth exclaims, "woof." Then she breaks into
another song.

Round count is 10, 10, 4 pIus.

Rifle and shotgun are staged on left table. Pistols are holstered.

Gun order is Pistol, rifle, shotgun,

Your line is "Oh sweet mystery of life at last I've found you."

Start with hands crossed over your heart. At the beep with pistols perform a Sue Rinder sweep.
One on One, One on two, One on one, one on two, one on three. With the second pistol repeat
instructions. Move to the left table and repeat instructions with rifle. With shotgun knock 'cm
down. NOTE. You may

start either sweep on either end, so yes you can.
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